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Abstract1

Recent studies have shown that repeatable travel-path terms make a high2

contribution to the overall variability in earthquake ground motions. Having3

maps of such terms available for a given recording site would, theoretically,4

allow removal of this component from the aleatory variability of ground-motion5

models. The assessment of such travel path terms for a given site, however,6

relies on having recorded a rich set of earthquakes at that site. Given the7

relative youth of strong-motion networks the assessment of such terms from8

observations is currently difficult for most parts of the world. Ground-motion9

simulations, however, provide an alternative method to assess such terms.10

In this article many dozens of earthquakes, distributed in a grid, are sim-11

ulated for the Marmara Sea region (Turkey), which borders the megacity of12

Istanbul and is an area of high seismic hazard. Ground motions are simulated13

within a detailed 3D velocity structure model using a finite-difference method at14

70 recording sites in the area (200×120 km). Horizontal peak ground velocities15

from these simulations are regressed to derive a ground-motion model. Next,16

residuals from these GMPEs are computed to assess repeatable source, site17

and path terms and various components of ground-motion variability. These18

components are similar to those derived from real strong-motion data, thereby19

lending support to those estimates as well as showing the worth of simulations20

for this type of exercise.21
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Introduction22

Ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs) provide a means of estimating the23

median earthquake ground motion, in terms of a scalar intensity measure (IM), and24

its aleatory variability, commonly called sigma (σ). IMs include parameters such as25

peak ground acceleration and velocity (PGA and PGV) and elastic response spectral26

accelerations. Many hundreds of GMPEs have been published in the past fifty years27

(Ground motion prediction equations 1964-2015, see Data and Resources). Until28

relatively recently σ has been less well studied than other aspects of these models.29

In the past decade, however, numerous studies on σ and its various components have30

been published (Strasser et al, 2009; Al Atik et al, 2010). It is now common to split31

ground-motion variability into the part associated with the earthquake (between-32

event) (Joyner and Boore, 1981, 1993) and the within-event remainder. In addition,33

there have been an increasing number of studies that also evaluate the between-34

site component (Joyner and Boore, 1993; Chen and Tsai, 2002). The remaining35

component of variability that has not been commonly estimated is the between-path36

portion.37

The reason why path terms are important for seismic hazard assessments is that,38

theoretically, they could be included within these assessments (e.g. through a map39

of the terms for a given site) and the total σ within these evaluations reduced. This40

is similar to the situation when a site term is known and the σ used should be the41

single-station σ (Atkinson, 2006).42
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To evaluate robust travel-path terms (and consequently between-path variability)43

requires travel-paths that have been roughly repeated many times, which means that44

a dense strong-motion network that has recorded many earthquakes is necessary. This45

requirement meant that such calculations were not possible using observational data46

until the advent of dense digital networks in highly-seismically active regions, e.g.47

TriNet in California and K-Net and KiK-net in Japan. Based on data from such48

networks a handful of studies have been conducted to extract the repeatable path49

component of earthquake ground motions.50

The first such study was by Atkinson (2006) using data from California. She51

evaluated the reduction in σ when considering a single site and also a single path-52

single site by using sets of earthquakes in small geographical zones (i.e. sampling53

roughly the same travel-paths). A large reduction (40%) in σ was found for the54

case of single path-single site. Morikawa et al (2008) used Japanese earthquakes from55

small areas recorded at the same stations and found that σ was lower, and of a similar56

order to that found by Atkinson (2006), than when data with many travel-paths were57

used. An extension of this approach was applied by Anderson and Uchiyama (2011)58

to data from Japan and Guerrero (Mexico) and they found large reductions in the σ59

(e.g. from 0.64 to 0.40 in terms of ln PGV) after applying path corrections. A more60

sophisticated method was used by Dawood and Rodriguez-Marek (2013) to analyze61

strong-motion data from aftershocks of the 2011 Tohoku (Japan) earthquake. They62

provide a map of regional anelastic attenuation terms and the residual σ when these63
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terms are used. Again a significant reduction in σ was identified. The study by64

Lin et al (2011), using Taiwanese data, differs from the others because it does not65

rely on grouping earthquakes and stations into small geographical regions for which66

repeated travel-path terms can be estimated. The method is based on a closeness67

index (CI) that measures, for each station, how similar the travel-paths are for pairs68

of earthquakes (null means that they are the same and two means that they are69

diametrically opposite). By using CI they evaluate the reduction in σ, which was70

found to be of a similar order to the reductions reported by Atkinson (2006) and71

Morikawa et al (2008).72

These studies are all based on observational data, which have limitations in terms73

of the geographical density of the earthquakes and stations and the number of (near)74

repeated travel-paths. In addition, the earthquake and site characteristics of the75

data used are heterogeneous and uncertain, which could affect the components of76

σ evaluated. Ground-motion simulations have the advantage of allowing as many77

earthquake-site pairs as required to be created and, for all of these, the exact meta-78

data (e.g. locations and magnitudes) be controlled and known. This means that79

more robust estimates of the event, site and path terms and, subsequently, the dif-80

ferent components of variability should be able to be computed, as recently discussed81

for large earthquakes in southern California (Wang and Jordan, 2014; Villani and82

Abrahamson, 2015).83

The aim of this Short Note is to evaluate the various components of ground-84
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motion variability using a set of simulations for the Marmara Sea region (Turkey).85

This region has been chosen as it is an area of high seismic hazard and risk and86

consequently the results obtained could help guide future studies in this region. In87

addition, the velocity structure in this region is well constrained and ground-motion88

simulations have been calibrated previously.89

The next section summarizes the ground-motion simulations used for this study.90

The subsequent section presents the results of the analysis of these simulations to91

estimate the various components of variability. The article ends with a comparison92

with previous results and a summary of the principal findings.93

Simulations94

We focus on a region centered on the Marmara Sea (Turkey) with dimensions of95

200 (EW) × 120 (NS) × 40 (depth) km3, in which 70 receivers (based on the seismic96

network in this region) are distributed. The crustal structure model (Figure 1(top))97

(Aochi and Ulrich, 2015) is constructed by combining 3D tomography (Bayrakci et al,98

2013), bathymetry from the General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans and a regional99

1D-layered model (Figure 1(bottom), H. Karabulut, written communication). The100

Marmara Sea is included as a water layer (shear velocity Vs = 0km/s). The 3D101

calculation of the ground motions are made using a 3D finite difference method (Aochi102

and Madariaga, 2003; Aochi et al, 2011) that is fourth-order in space and second-order103

in time on staggered grids. The minimum wave velocity is the P-wave (Vp = 1.5 km/s)104
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velocity in the water layer. We use a grid size of ∆s = 200m. Hence, the maximum105

frequency of the calculations is at least Vmin/(5∆s) = 1.5Hz. The maximum velocity106

in the model is 7.94 km/s. Therefore, a time step of the finite difference should be less107

than (5∆s)/Vmax = 0.0126 s for the purposes of stability; hence, we use a time-step of108

0.01 s. Each calculation is run for 12000 time steps, i.e. 120 s. The outer boundary,109

except for the free surface, is surrounded by a perfectly-matched-layer absorbing zone110

to avoid efficiently any artificial reflections (Collino and Tsogka, 2001).111

Any kinematic source can be introduced by a temporally-variable seismic moment112

release function. A finite source could be modeled as a series of point sources (Aochi113

et al, 2013). For the purpose of this study, we use a point source of magnitudeMw5 for114

each simulation by assuming a source time function from a B-spline with a duration115

of 1.3 s (Douglas et al, 2007), which assumes a fault dimension of 3 km and a rupture116

velocity of 2.2 km/s (Figure 2). 39 point sources are uniformly distributed over the117

region at a focal depth of 7 km and another 39 at a depth of 12 km; this is consistent118

with the observed depths in the Marmara Sea. A uniform distribution of earthquakes119

is preferred over one that matched the observed seismicity to make visualization of the120

event terms easier and to ensure a good distribution of source-to-site distances. The121

fault mechanisms of the sources are (strike, dip, rake): (0◦, 90◦, 180◦) (pure strike-122

slip) and (130◦, 63◦,−63◦) (oblique normal), which are the predominant mechanisms123

in this region. In total, 4 × 39 = 156 simulations are carried out, which leads to124

70×156 = 10 920 ground-motion time histories. From these we extract the geometric125
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mean of the PGV of the two horizontal components. This IM was chosen as it should126

not be strongly affected by the relatively low maximum frequency of the simulations127

and because previous estimates of ground-motion variability from observational data128

have been reported for PGV.129

Results130

The procedure followed to compute the different components of variability follows131

closely Lin et al (2011), to which the interested reader is referred for details of the132

approach. Here only the principal results are reported.133

Ground-motion model134

The analysis is based on residuals with respect to a GMPE. Lin et al (2011) adjusted135

the GMPE of Chiou and Youngs (2008) using mixed-effects regression to make it more136

applicable to the Taiwanese data that they used. As all of the simulations conducted137

for this study are for point sources of a single magnitude (Mw5), this simple functional138

form is used for the GMPE here:139

ln PGV = a1 + a2 ln[min(R,R0)] + a3 ln{min[max(R,R0), R1]}+ a4 ln[max(R,R1)],

(1)

where a1 to a4 are found by regression and R is hypocentral distance. This trilinear140

function was chosen based on visual inspection of the simulated PGVs and, using141
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trial-and-error, R0 and R1 were set to 110 and 150 km, respectively. The increase in142

PGV beyond R0 is due to reflections off the Moho discontinuity. Other functional143

forms would probably fit the data as well but this should not strongly affect the re-144

sults obtained. Because all stations recorded all earthquakes, standard least-squares145

regression can be used rather than mixed-effect analysis, which simplifies the calcula-146

tions. The simulated PGVs for the four sets of earthquakes and the best-fit curve are147

shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the GMPE fits the data well at all distances.148

Also the PGVs from the four sets of events are similar. Also plotted on Figure 3 are149

predicted PGVs from the recent GMPE of Bindi et al (2014) derived using data from150

Turkey and elsewhere in Europe and the Middle East. Predictions from this model151

match the simulated PGVs closely, demonstrating that the simulations are realistic.152

Various components of variability are reported in Table 1. These were computed153

using the average event and site terms and then by correcting the total residuals by154

these terms. This is similar to Stages I to IV of Anderson and Uchiyama (2011).155

These calculations are discussed next.156

Maps of event, site and path terms157

The event terms are shown in Figure 4. For all sets of sources the event terms around158

the edge of the Marmara Sea are generally positive, indicating larger than average159

PGVs, whereas those underneath the Sea produce on average lower PGVs (negative160

event terms). The ground motions from the strike-slip sources (left maps) are gen-161
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erally more variable than those from the normal sources (right maps). Site terms162

(Figure 5) indicate higher than average PGVs on the islands within the Marmara163

Sea. Path terms are difficult to plot because they concern all points along the travel164

path between event and site. They are plotted as a point (10 920 in all) at a random165

distance along the travel path between source and station to reduce overlaps and166

to give an indication of the spatial variability of these terms (Figure 6). No clear167

patterns in the path terms are visible, which suggests that the ϕSS component of the168

variability cannot be reduced easily.169

Path and source-location components of variability170

The approach developed by Lin et al (2011) using CI, ∆ξrijk and ∆ηi,j is applied to171

compute the path and source-location components of variability. These variables are172

defined thus:173

CIijk =
∆Hij

(Rik +Rjk)/2
, (2)

∆ξrijk =
ξrik − ξrjk√

2ϕSS

, (3)

∆ηij =
ηEi

− ηEj√
2τ

, (4)

where ∆Hij is the distance between the ith and jth hypocentres, Rik is the hypocen-174

tral distance between the ith earthquake and kth site, ξr are normalized residuals175

after correcting for the site terms and ηE are event terms.176
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As expected, CI and ∆ξ2r are positively correlated because ground motions at close177

stations are more similar than those from distant stations. The result of averaging178

the ∆ξ2r estimates in twenty linearly-spaced intervals and computing the standard179

deviation (σ∆ξr) is shown in Figure 7. It was not possible to constrain all coefficients180

in the complex parametrization of Lin et al (2011) of this variable. Consequently181

a simple linear function was fit, which is shown in Figure 7. After removing the182

normalization, the path-to-path and the residual standard deviations are those given183

in Table 1.184

Following a similar procedure, the relationship between event-separation distance185

and ∆η2 is computed. After computing the average in twenty distance bins and186

converting to the standard deviation (σ∆η) a weak dependence of variability on event-187

separation distance is found, as expected (Figure 8). Again the nonlinear function188

used by Lin et al (2011) was not justified given the scatter in σ∆η. Consequently189

a straight line was fit, as shown in Figure 8. After removing the normalization, the190

location-to-location and the residual standard deviations are obtained (Table 1). Also191

reported in Table 1 are single-station and single-station-single-path σ computed using192

the various components.193

Discussion and conclusions194

Because no variability was introduced into the seismic moment release function used195

for the simulations the value of τ , expressing the between-event variability, is lower196
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than has been reported in empirical studies. Similarly the within-event component197

and its subcomponents are lower than obtained from analysis of real strong-motion198

data. This is probably due to the lack of near-surface variations in the velocity model199

and because scattering was not included. This is a limitation of this study. Never-200

theless the relationships between the different components roughly match empirical201

estimates. For example, σSS = 0.89σT and σSP = 0.77σT , which compare favor-202

ably, although they are slightly higher, than those reported for a response spectral203

acceleration of 1 s using this as a proxy for PGV (the period dependence of these rela-204

tions is weak so a choice of a different proxy period will not change the conclusions):205

σSS = 0.87σT (Lin et al, 2011) and σSS = 0.92σT (Atkinson, 2006); and σSP = 0.58σT206

(Lin et al, 2011), σSP = 0.67σT (Atkinson, 2006) and σSP = 0.47σT (Morikawa et al,207

2008).208

Our simulations suggest that the Marmara Sea’s geometry leads to earthquakes209

near its edges generating higher than average ground motions. Also it is found that210

islands in the Sea are prone to higher than average shaking. Both these findings merit211

being validated by observational studies given the masses of ground-motion data now212

being routinely recorded and the high seismic risk in this region.213

This analysis demonstrates that the ground-motion simulations show similar char-214

acteristics in terms of variability due to path to those observed in real data. Therefore,215

they provide a means of improving our understanding of ground-motion variability.216

Based on this improved understanding, appropriate variability components can be217
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used within seismic hazard assessments for engineering purposes, thereby limiting218

possible ‘double counting’.219

Data and resources220

No observational data were used for this article. The simulations are available upon221

request from the authors. A compendium of published ground-motion models was222

obtained from the website www.gmpe.org.uk, last accessed October 2015.223
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Table 1: Components of variability based on analysis of simulated PGVs.

Name Notation of Notation of Value

Al Atik et al (2010) Lin et al (2011)

Total on soil surface σG σT 0.4177

Between-event τ τE 0.1281

Within-event ϕ σ 0.3976

Site-to-site ϕS2S τS 0.1937

Within-event, single-site ϕSS σr 0.3472

Residual (after accounting

for event, site and path terms) — σ0 0.3003

Path-to-path ϕP2P τP 0.2350

Between-events, single-path τ0 τE0 0.1110

Earthquake location-to-location τL2L τSR 0.0962

Total (for single site) σSS σSS 0.3701

Total (for single path) σG
SP σSP 0.3012

All are given in terms of natural logarithms (ln)
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List of Figure Captions320

1. 3D view of the Vp structure (top) and 1D layered model (Vp and Vs) implemented in321

the finite difference simulations (bottom).322

2. The imposed source time function (seismic moment release rate) for a Mw5 earth-323

quake.324

3. Attenuation of PGV with hypocentral distance and the best-fit trilinear (in terms of325

lnR) curve. Circles are for the strike-slip sources and triangles are for the oblique326

sources; filled in symbols are for the sources at 7 km and empty symbols are for the327

sources at 12 km. The coefficients of Equation 1 (dark gray line) obtained are (in328

terms of m/s): a1 = 14.9303, a2 = −1.3853, a3 = 1.7456 and a4 = −4.7933. Also329

shown are predicted PGVs from the GMPE of Bindi et al (2014) for a strike-slip330

source and rock sites (light gray line).331

4. Maps of event residuals, where size is proportional to standard deviation, which ranges332

from 0.2531 to 0.6035. The standard deviations are computed from the residuals from333

each of the 70 stations that recorded each event. Top maps are for the 7 km sources334

and bottom maps are for the 12 km sources; left maps are for the strike-slip sources335

and right maps are for the oblique sources.336

5. Map of station residuals, where size is proportional to standard deviation, which337

ranges from 0.3007 to 0.4459. The standard deviations are computed from the resid-338

uals from each of the 4× 39 = 156 events recorded by each station.339
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6. Map of path residuals. Residual is plotted at a random distance between epicentre340

and station. Because each event-path-site is only sampled once it is not possible to341

assess the standard deviation of each residual (unlike for event and site terms).342

7. The standard deviation of the normalized residuals (σ∆ξr) against closeness index343

(CI). The equation of the line of best-fit is: σ∆ξr = 0.8649 + 0.1167CI.344

8. The standard deviation of the normalized residuals (σ∆η) against separation distance345

(∆H). The equation of the line of best-fit is: σ∆η = 0.8665 + 0.0014∆H.346
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Figure 1: 3D view of the Vp structure (top) and 1D layered model (Vp and Vs)

implemented in the finite difference simulations (bottom).
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Figure 2: The imposed source time function (seismic moment release rate) for a Mw5

earthquake.
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Figure 3: Attenuation of PGV with hypocentral distance and the best-fit trilinear

(in terms of lnR) curve. Circles are for the strike-slip sources and triangles are for

the oblique sources; filled in symbols are for the sources at 7 km and empty symbols

are for the sources at 12 km. The coefficients of Equation 1 (dark gray line) obtained

are (in terms of m/s): a1 = 14.9303, a2 = −1.3853, a3 = 1.7456 and a4 = −4.7933.

Also shown are predicted PGVs from the GMPE of Bindi et al (2014) for a strike-slip

source and rock sites (light gray line).
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Figure 4: Maps of event residuals, where size is proportional to standard deviation,

which ranges from 0.2531 to 0.6035. The standard deviations are computed using the

residuals from each of the 70 stations that recorded each event. Top maps are for

the 7 km sources and bottom maps are for the 12 km sources; left maps are for the

strike-slip sources and right maps are for the oblique sources.
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Figure 5: Map of station residuals, where size is proportional to standard deviation,

which ranges from 0.3007 to 0.4459. The standard deviations are computed using the

residuals from each of the 4× 39 = 156 events recorded by each station.
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Figure 6: Map of path residuals. Residual is plotted at a random distance between

epicentre and station. Because each event-path-site is only sampled once it is not

possible to assess the standard deviation of each residual (unlike for event and site

terms).
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Figure 7: The standard deviation of the normalized residuals (σ∆ξr) against closeness

index (CI). The equation of the line of best-fit is: σ∆ξr = 0.8649 + 0.1167CI.
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Figure 8: The standard deviation of the normalized residuals (σ∆η) against separation

distance (∆H). The equation of the line of best-fit is: σ∆η = 0.8665 + 0.0014∆H.
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